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Abstract

Sweden is usually ranking very highly in terms of global democracy and transparency indexes. The 2018 elections in Sweden were very divisive and bitterly fought, where there was an open conflict between the mainstream political establishment parties and the anti-political establishment Swedish Democrats. Mainstream Swedish media were not neutral bystanders in the election coverage, in the months before and after the September 2018 elections. The election coverage framing featured an idealised national myth that uses the notion of various acceptable fundamental values to define it, and an idealised Swedish society. Those actors whose values and norms that do not fit these ideals were subjected to attack and derision within a concept of consensus enforcement known as the opinion corridor, which is akin to the spiral of silence.
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Öz

İsveç, küresel demokrasi ve şeffaflık endeksleri açısından çoğunlukla en üst sıralardayır almaktadır. İsveç’teki 2018 seçimleri, ana akım siyasi partiler ile anti politik İsveç Demokratları arasında açık bir çatışmanın olduğu, kutuplaştırıcı bir iklimde gerçekleşmişti. Ana akım İsveç medyası, Eylül 2018 seçimlerinden önceki ve sonraki aylarda, seçim haberlerinde objektif değillerdi. Seçime dair haberlerin çerçevesi, idealize edilmiş bir ulusal efsaneyi ve idealleştirilmiş bir İsveç toplumunu içeriyordu. Bu ideallere uymayan değerleri ve normları olan aktörler, suskunluk sarmalına benzeyen, bir görüş birliğine zorlayan ve kanaat koridoru olarak bilinen yaklaşımla saldırı ve küçümsemeye maruz kaldilar.

Anahtarı Kelimeler: çerçeveleme kuramı, ulusal mit, kitle iletişim araçları, temel değerler, kanaat koridoru.
Introduction

In competitive democratic environments the role and relationship between political actors and mass media outlets in attempting to define the political environment is a hotly debated topic. There are increasingly divergent projections of ‘reality’ evident in news production (Knupfer, 2017). This is associated with the idea of news management in shaping the content and production of news, together with how media politics contributes to the outcome of the final product (Esser and Spanier, 2005). This is not a particularly new or 21st century problem, Bernays (1947) noted that there is no coincidence in the timing or nature of news content as it is intended to engineer political consent among the public. Some media outlets, such as Fox News, have been attributed with the capability of potentially persuading voters (Della Vigna and Kaplan, 2007). This creates the idea of an all-powerful mass media in the shape of media politics (Edwards, 2001). It is a situation where political institutions are increasingly dependent on and being shaped by mass media, yet these institutions remain in control of the political process and functions (Mazzoleni and Schulz, 1999). This mediatization of politics potentially creates a distinct challenge for the notion and practice of democracy.

This paper seeks to investigate and analyse the role and use of conceptions of national myths in the contemporary Swedish political environment. According to formal measures, Sweden ranks highly internationally in terms of its level of democracy and transparency. In this article the role of mass media outlets in perpetuating myths of fundamental national values as a means to influence and shape the information and cognitive domains and therefore election results are the focus through media framing and content. The research hypothesis posed is mainstream mass media outlets can attempt to use the myths of Swedish national value consensus to narrow the ‘allowable’ frame discourse in the Swedish 2018 elections.

There are three main sections of this paper. The first concerns a brief literature overview of the main arguments in terms of the practice and results of contested framing in democracies, and the connection to competitive elections. The second section outlines the method and approach used in collecting and analysing the empirical data that has been collected. The third and final section is dedicated to the case study of the 2018 Swedish elections, which is broken down in to two subsections, on the role of values and consensus in Sweden and the next subsection is on the frames of the media coverage of the election in two national newspapers.

Role of Media Framing in Contemporary Competitive Politics

Entman (2004: 5) defines framing as “selecting and highlighting some facets of events or issues and making connections among them so as to promote a particular interpretation, evaluation, and/or solution” whereas Nelson,
Clawson and Oxley (1997: 567) argue that “framing is the process by which a communication source, such as a news organisation, defines and constructs a political issue or public controversy”. There are a number of basic functions that are performed by frames covering political events, issues and actors: “defining effects or conditions as problematic; identifying causes; conveying a moral judgement; endorsing remedies or improvements” (Entman, 2004: 5). This is important as people can learn a lot concerning politics from the mass media, Bolsen (2011: 143) argues that there are major determinants that shape political news: world events, advocacy groups and the government. Frames can perform at least two of these functions, where the objects of the frames are political events, issues and actors. As noted by Entman (2004: 47), “the central goal of all the political manoeuvring over news frames is simply to generate support or opposition to a political actor or policy”. The information domain is the area of conflict and contestation for influence in the cognitive domain of the audience, where information dominance and control of the information flows shape public opinion and perception.

Being able to influence or determine news frames is important for political actors as it facilitates their political agenda (Rodelo and Muniz, 2019). In attempting to understand this government-media nexus, there are two broad approaches. The first is hegemony, which concerns the notion that government actors keep publicly available information within very tight ideological boundaries, the effect is to make democratic deliberation and influence extremely difficult. When the political elite are in agreement, then the frames are consistent, which impedes independent and pluralistic flows of information (Scollon, 2003; Kilgo and Harlow, 2019). The other approach is indexing, which occurs when media tend to reflect rather uncritically the political elite debate (unless the government has made critique). This creates an environment where government actors and officials spin their messages to gain political leverage and capital (Nelson, Clawson and Oxley, 1997; Allen and Blinder, 2018; Mulherin and Iskhan, 2019). Kilgo and Harlow (2019: 524) note that there is a tendency to reinforce the status quo power relations through a “hierarchy of social struggle reflects the reinforcement of deeper power structures and social forces that influence newsroom practices, behaviours, and coverage”. The competition between different government and media actors is most noticeable during hotly contested political events or processes in competitive political environments.

A hotly contested political event can include warfare, where on occasion media outlets can violate or challenge the indexing hypothesis (Papacharissi and de Fatima Oliveira, 2008; Mulherin and Iskhan, 2019). Other instances of government-media frame divergence can include debates on sensitive political topics as immigration (Benson, 2010; Allen and Blinder, 2018). Elections and public debates (such as political scandals) have been shown to produce less balanced coverage and an increased journalistic interpretation of the event (Nelson, Clawson and Oxley, 1997; McDonald Ladd and Lenz, 2009; Hänggli,
2020: 129-159). Thus, the academic idea and research on framing is becoming quite fragmented. Cacciatore, Scheufele and Iyengar (2016: 8) stress the idea of “framing as a bridge between paradigms as we shift from an era of mass communication to one of echo chambers, tailored information and microtargeting in the new media environment”. However, the new media environment is not separated from the old environment, especially when concerning the issue of political influence and persuasion through value and myth framing.

Lewin (1947) wrote about the role of social institutions as being channels or gates for the interaction and communication of a group, the movement of goods and ideas. He argued that ‘gate sections’ are governed by either impartial rules or by gatekeepers. In the latter, the gatekeepers, the group in power dictates the rules. If social change occurs, then the gatekeepers also change or are influenced (1947: 145). Mass media are a gatekeeper of information, hence influence the quality of information, although the technical ability to do so in the current state of information communication technologies is compromised owing to their loss on the monopoly of the means of mass communication. Laswell (1948) understands communication as a social institution that distributes and shapes the values and norms of a society, appealing to mobilising and influencing the minds, attitudes and behaviour of its citizens. The communication process in society performs three functions: surveillance of the environment; correlation of society’s components; and transmission of the social inheritance (1948: 243). McCombs (1977) developed a deeper understanding of the agenda setting function of mass media, where many attempts were noted when media campaigns attempted to persuade publics. Conventional wisdom of the time revealed that media seldom changed the attitudes and behaviour of audiences, so the notion of persuasion was unrealistic. However, McCombs noted that while media could not tell people what to think, they did tell people what to think about.

There is certainly a role for engaging in coercive or manipulative consensus building in elections, which is clearly seen through the propagation of myths in democratic settings. O’Shaughnessy (2004: 101-102) notes that myths, across time and space, possess a number of commonalities: 1) they are flexible as they can be created, refreshed or resurrected by “myth entrepreneurs”; 2) ritual homage to myths is needed in advanced democracies if political persuasion stands a chance to succeed; 3) myths are a key component for social cohesion, social division can arise with the collapse of a myth. Those myths that are propagated are embedded with notions of various desirable and undesirable value traits, which are then communicated through mass communicated frames to the target audience.

Myths are constituted of ideas and values, which are an important aspect of generating meaning and belonging in any given society, consequently they
are also framed and communicated. For example, citizens use and frame value language to explain their views on political issues, these are not only used to support political views but also to challenge them as well (Brewer, 2002). News media framing can also interact with existing value orientations where the resonance of mass mediated values with the held values in a society contributes to shaping voter preferences in direct-democratic campaigns (Schemer, Wirth and Matthes, 2012). The following section details the approach taken to addressing the above theoretical frames within the context of the coming case study.

**Method and Approach**

The approaches to textual analysis shall include content analysis that includes the quantifications of different elements in text, argumentation analysis that concerns the structure of argumentation used, and the qualitative analysis of ideas in the content (with a focus on value and myth frames) (Boréus and Bergström, 2017: 7-9). The combination of these approaches is expected to yield results on the ontology and epistemology of mass mediated textual depictions of the mainstream political parties’ and associated values in the framing of the 2018 Swedish national elections. The objects of the study include norms and values, mainstream politics and populist politics and so forth (2017: 1-2). The mass media texts then contextualise the relationships according to perceived and projected power in the constructed social world order of mankind, such as justice and injustice, powerful and powerless, legitimate and illegitimate.

Phenomenology has been referred to as being a philosophical movement, which indicates seminal ideas evolve and do not remain static owing to the work of subsequent scholars (Lopez and Willis, 2004: 728). The empirical data shall be interpreted via the use of phenomenology, which is described as taking “human existence as its vantage point and explores how human subjects exist and create meaning in their everyday lives in relation to basic categories such as time, space and sociocultural relevance” (Bengtsson and Johansson, 2020: 6). This means that it is potentially useful to interpret news values and content, such as the relaying of national myths and values to the public. It is the intention of the author to use a qualitative approach to analyse the data to create an indicative study. A qualitative study approach to the data has been selected as this is the best means of capturing the complexity of the objects of the study (Hyett, Kenny and Dickson-Swift, 2014: 2). The empirical material shall be analysed via framing theory.

In terms of their operationalisation, frames provide the bridge between the physical world and cognitive meaning for audiences. “The key idea is that strategic actors, journalists, and audiences do not simply reflect or transport the political and social realities. In contrast, politics, issues, and events are
subject to different patterns of selections and interpretations” (Matthes, 2012: 249). Qualitative textual analysis is often done on a small sample of text, which is heavily interpreted and deeply investigated to identify and justify the frames used in the media discourse surrounding the issue (David et al, 2011: 331). The approach to locating and analysing the frames can take different paths, such as an inductive mixed-method computational approach, which still requires a qualitative interpretation of the data collected (Walter and Ophir, 2019). Another option is to engage in a deductive study using a quantitative approach (Dirikx and Gelders, 2010). This study intends to engage in deductive research agenda with a qualitative analysis. The approach to selecting the Swedish newspapers is detailed below.

It is necessary to briefly introduce some basic facts and figures concerning the two newspapers selected for this case study to understand the possible editorial influences and impact. Expressen is a newspaper that was established in 1944 and is part of the Bonnier News Group, they classify themselves as being a “classic evening newspaper” with a liberal orientation, and a recent readership of 5,000,000 readers per week (49.4 per cent of the market).1 Aftonbladet was founded in 1830 and describe themselves as being editorially “independent Social Democratic.” It is currently majority owned (91 per cent) by the Norwegian Media Group Shibsted (other nine per cent by the national union LO).2 In September 2019, Aftonbladet had a daily circulation of 3.7 million readers (Samuelsson, 2 September 2019). These two newspapers represent each other’s main competitor in the Swedish newspaper market.

These newspapers were chosen because they represent a similar comparative case study of mainstream tabloid media outlets with a national coverage, albeit with different ideological slants (right versus left politics). Furthermore, these media outlets are selected based on their potential of the intention and/or ability to reach large mass publics as opposed to outlets intending to reach smaller and more select elite publics. The materials were sought and collected on the websites of the Swedish tabloid newspapers Expressen and Aftonbladet through manual searches. A period was selected for the materials, which starts at the beginning of June 2018 and ends in the end of December 2018. This represents a period of three months coverage before the September 2018 election and three months after the election. The author of the present article translated the newspaper texts from Swedish language into English language in the course of researching and writing.

Case Study: 2018 Swedish General Election

The politics of media, values and opinions in Sweden

Political (emphasis on elections) and media systems have been the basis for
research to tease out the national differences and similarities across national cases. The Swedish system has been compared to other countries, such as the United States (representing dissimilar comparative case) and Belgium (representing similar comparative case). In the US versus Swedish comparisons, it was found that US elections tended to be more heavily mediatized than in Sweden, which seems to have been moderated by national journalism cultures, political communication cultures and political news cultures (Strömbäck and Dimitrova, 2011). In a comparative study of newspaper coverage and framing of election news in the US and Sweden, it was concluded that the metaframe of politics as a strategic game influenced by words and actions in the campaign was more common in the US whereas the metaframe of politics as issues using an interpretative journalistic style was more common in Sweden (Strömbäck and Dimitrova, 2006). Similar results were found in research that compared British and Swedish newspaper coverage of elections (Strömbäck and Shehata, 2007). The study involving a comparison between Belgium and Sweden demonstrated the relevance and role of the media type, media channels and commercialisation as being very important in influencing the framing and approach to election news in more similar media environments (Strömbäck and van Aelst, 2010). Hence some specific trends and patterns emerge in the Swedish political and media environment, where interpretive issue framing plays a significant role in Swedish media coverage of elections. Nord (2006) notes that Sweden is being increasingly influenced by global campaign and marketing trends, which is somewhat stunted in its development owing to the nature of political culture in Sweden.

Previous research on the communication of elections in Sweden has revealed a number of aspects, which show both similarities and differences with other democracies. For example, the use of social media during election campaigning revealed four different uses: 1) broadcast election messages; 2) mobilize supporters; 3) manage party image; and 4) amplify and complement other campaign material (Filimonov et al, 2016; Larsson, 2017). It was during the 2014 elections that the Swedish Democrats (SD) (“populist” party) increased their share of the vote from 5.7 per cent in 2010 to 12.86 per cent in 2014 (Filimonov et al, 2016: 4). Social media are a fraction of the media of communication, which calls in to focus the nature of the relationship between politicians and journalists.

Strömbäck and Nord (2006) explain that this relationship between political sources and journalists is often characterised as being a symbiotic one, where political sources are regarded as being more powerful. In their investigation of the 2002 election, where power is measured in the ability to exercise control over content and framing of news stories (news making and media agenda), journalists took the lead most of the time. This is confirmed by other older studies, such as Esaiasson (1991) and Asp (1983) who assessed political parties controlled agenda setting and opinion formation for the voters until the end of the 1960s when a more assertive form of political journalism emerged. This
is where the formation and maintenance of public opinion is achieved through the creation and enforcement of national values.

The role of fundamental values (in Swedish värdegrund) and the opinion corridor (in Swedish åsiktskorridor) display some similarity to O’Shaughnessy’s (2004) ideas on the role of propagating myths in a democratic society. The Swedish national values myth is rather inflexible and is enforced through the opinion corridor in a manner that bears a close proximity to the spiral of silence theory where ‘officially acceptable’ opinions are openly supported and ‘unacceptable’ ones are hushed/silenced (Noelle-Neumann, 1974). These values follow Baines and O’Shaughnessy’s (2014) understanding of a propagandistic use insofar as they are - simple, didactic and intended to persuade rather than tell the truth. This is in tune with Bolsen’s (2004) understanding of forces that shape political news and that in turn political events, issues and actors in a manner that benefits the elite system of power relations. Swedish values require ritual homage in order to enforce social cohesion.

In 2014 åsiktskorridor was added to the new word list (Jande, 29 December 2014). This has sparked a growing debate in Sweden concerning the role played by values and opinion in shaping (enforcing) political consensus through the hegemonic framing power of the opinion corridor in narrowing crucial political debates within “acceptable” value and issue frames and limits (Viklund, 2015; Santesson, 14 September 2015). Recently, a number of critical articles have increasingly appeared to challenge the opinion corridor. Some have characterised this as a challenge for researchers, and the problem is a threat to Sweden by stifling informed discussions (Petersson, November 2015). One of the bases for attacking the opinion corridor is the apparent contradiction with the perceived values of democracy. “In ceremonial speeches, democracy is still based on values such as freedom of opinion, freedom of expression and tolerance for directly offensive perceptions” (Formgren, 2014). Formgren develops her argument further and refers to these self-appointed guardians of democracy as being Fundamental Values Democrats, they practice the belief that unwanted or unsanctioned opinions need to be shut out of the public domain in order to secure democracy. Those as yet undefined fundamental values are a patchwork of loosely liberal values and norms that are cobbled together in terms of opinions that are sanctioned as being correct.

Anti-racism, feminism and queer activism are key elements in both the post-Marxist left and the Swedish democratic values. If you add a concern for the environment that is similar to religious fear of the world’s downfall, as well as the norm-critical paradigm that proclaims that all old norms, values and authorities must be torn down and deconstructed, the picture is complete. The Swedish democratic values are thus almost identical to the ideology of the Swedish post-Marxist left, minus specific views on how economic policy should be formulated (Formgren, 2014).

One of the vocal critics against the opinion corridor, Katarina Barrling, refers to the situation as the creation of a “totalitarian discussion environment” as
there are value judgements against those that do not echo the above ‘correct’ values and opinions. “Moral judgments of rejection and exclusion from a social community can be quite tangible punishments” (Barrling, 28 June 2019). Viklund (2015: 228) observes that “the problem is that the hegemonic culture strictly produces only two positions: on the one hand the support position, which rests on a moral-political consensus, and which is supported by arguments about what is common sense, and on the other hand the “others” who represent an immoral position.” Barrling makes the case that media deliberately misinterpret events and people to ensure that these tangible objects are misunderstood objectively but understood ‘correctly’ subjectively and according to the sets of fundamental values deemed as being acceptable (Barrling, 11 November 2013). This has been subsequently confirmed in an editorial appearing in the newspaper Expressen:

I was involved in building the corridor that has prevented a constructive debate on migration and integration. (…) At the same time, SD began to appear on the map. Just the idea that Sweden could have such a disgusting party in the Riksdag was unbearable. And in addition, insulting. Sweden was Sweden, the exceptional exception, the humanitarian superpower. (…) The assignment for me as a corridor worker was twofold. First, to warn the SD and scold all those beggars who considered voting for the party. Secondly, to crack down on debaters who used expressions that could somehow normalize SD’s problem description; attack every bastard who used words or facts that could in any way be interpreted as racism or slips against racism. Or possible precursors to slips against racism. (Marteus, 12 February 2015).

The conclusion that Marteus reached was that the opinion corridor prevented any change in fundamental values, however, the price was very high. It was paid in self-censorship, an uninformed public, overly ‘excited’ politicians and societal problems were left unaddressed as they were not discussed. In the period immediately before the 2018 (September) Swedish elections, the top political issues for a sample of Swedish voters were healthcare, followed by mass migration/integration, then school and education (Novus, June 2020). As such, there is a clear potential challenge to the ‘correct’ fundamental values and the issues of how to manage this in the opinion corridor during a period of increased political competition.

**National media coverage of political frames, values and norms**

Relevant editorials, opinion pieces and articles were located, identified, and then scrutinised from the respective websites of the two newspapers using the following search terms - “valet” (the election). To acknowledge, opinion pieces vary qualitatively from regular articles produced by professional journalists, but it is the conscious and free choice of the media outlet to publish or not to publish an opinion piece. A total of 614 were collected from Expressen and 1067 from Aftonbladet. See Table One below for a breakdown of the article totals by month. These articles were checked individually by manual means to
check the relevance of the article to this paper and to understand the myth, opinion and value frames that are used in the media product.

As can be seen by this breakdown, there is a significant spike in the number of articles in the month before the election and the month of the election (election held on 9 September 2018) in the content of both newspapers. The use of Swedish fundamental values and the opinion corridor (see previous sub-section for details) was used differently, depending on the time of appearance, which supported the myth of fundamental Swedish values. Before the election the framing of the content was used to persuade voters to support the mainstream political establishment against various frames of internal and external ‘threats.’ After the election result of a hung parliament, the purpose of framed content was to marginalise the Swedish Democrats from political power, based upon notions of fundamental values and enforced through the opinion corridor. The various recurring frame themes in both newspapers included: internal enemies (in political value ideological terms); external enemies (in geopolitical value ideological terms); political market offerings (campaign promises by parties and politicians); opinion polls (shape voter perception of winners and losers); issues for voters (hegemonic framing); and key political actors (in terms of values and opinions).

| Table 1. Newspaper Swedish Election articles per month |
|---------------------------------|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
|                                | June | July | August | September | October | November | December | Total |
| **Aftonbladet**                | 113  | 79   | 181    | 470       | 89      | 75       | 60       | 1067   |
| **Expressen**                  | 47   | 33   | 183    | 299       | 25      | 13       | 14       | 614    |

Articles appearing in *Aftonbladet* shall be the first to be reviewed in terms of how the paper sought to make use of the propagation of myth and features of opinions and values in politics. In the frame that makes use of opinion polls, the dire situation of the lead Government coalition party, the Social Democrats is laid out 100 days before the election. The situation is characterised as a “nightmare” for Prime Minister Stefan Löfven. There is also an element of an internal threat frame. “But one fact will stand. The Sweden Democrats continue as wave leaders between blue and red-green, albeit significantly larger than after the last election” (Mellen, 1 June 2018). The threat to the Social Democrats and its leader, and the threat of the Swedish Democrats and its leader feature as the main ‘lessons’ of the article. The “crisis” of the Social Democrats features in several articles in the first months of the period of study. One of the reasons given for the poor performance of the Social Democrats is that there are too many policy proposals (but saying more
needed on medical care and schools), “one thinks that there have been too many initiatives, another thinks that there is too much talk about migration” (Jeppsson and Svensson, 1 June 2018). There is an attempt at hegemonic framing to shift focus towards the acceptable fundamental values and away from those values that contradict them.

In a frame on politicians and parties, there is an article that criticises Swedish parties and seeks to find inspiration, in terms of marketing a personal political brand and reputation. A template for a desirable political brand is found in the French President Macron, and the call for a Swedish Macron to appear in the political market (Mellen, 3 June 2018):

How would you like to characterize the political situation in Sweden today? I would say that overall, even if there are exceptions, it is uninspiring, unimaginative and visionless. This despite eight parties in the Riksdag [Swedish Parliament] that could inspire each other. But which at the moment rather seem to lead to them paralyzing each other. (…) It can happen here too. Or rather, it will happen here as well. The conditions are the same. Tired old parties that are unable to detach from old structures that prevent them from developing. Combined with voters who are thirsty for something new, something exciting, someone who shows will and enthusiasm.

This is a call to revitalise the political establishment parties, which is deemed as being necessary to meet the rising anti-political establishment parties (namely Swedish Democrats). Despite criticism levelled at the establishment parties, a journalist promoted her opinion that these are the best option. “But that would deprive the Sweden Democrats of any form of influence. Even the indirect. My belief is that the best thing for Sweden after the election is a government that consists of either the Social Democrats or the Moderates” (Mellen, 17 June 2018). This is an instance of encouraging readers to vote for the mainstream political establishment parties. Where Swedish Democrats are characterised as being extremists (with Nazi connotations), any politician that seeks cooperation with SD and any voter that supports them is demanded to provide an explanation for their actions and thoughts. (Swedin, 21 June 2018). Other politicians that are ambiguous in their condemnation of SD are commanded to publicly display their loyalty to the fundamental values and the opinion corridor (Lövin, 29 June 2018). The anti-SD messages intensified in quantity with the approaching election day. These measures to enforce the opinion corridor are supplemented by suggestions of connections to foreign ‘threats’ (Lindberg, 15 August 2018).

In line with other global moral panics that are created around elections (Simons, 2019), Sweden attempts to project the ‘other’ (these can include Russia, China and Iran according to various articles) hostile foreign threat to the Swedish political and social system, together with its values (TT, 4 June 2018):

We know that advocacy campaigns are underway and Russia is the biggest threat, says Löfven (S) after the meeting. However, he believes that Swedish authorities
are “very well prepared”. If there is an advocacy campaign, we will not hesitate to release those who do this. He urges citizens to be critical of sources. Based on the knowledge we have from other elections such as the French and the American, we must assume that we will not be protected, says Löfven in answer to the question of how big the threat is.

The foreign threat is simultaneously ‘menacing’ and yet rather vague. This is an attempt to get the voters to rally around the flag of the mainstream political establishment parties at a time when they were in serious trouble in the polls leading up to the election.

Political policy offers were often framed within competing visions of voter issues, policy priorities and fundamental values, tinged with character attack:

Prime Minister Stefan Löfven launched a fierce attack on Jimmie Åkesson. You should google the word “humanism”, Löfven told the SD leader. Åkesson replied: The Prime Minister has failed with welfare because he prioritized asylum immigration. SD leader Jimmie Åkesson accused the government of spending the money on asylum immigration instead of cutting care queues and improving for the elderly. I boil down Stefan Löfven’s time as Prime Minister to one word: disaster. Åkesson took up healthcare initiatives and initiatives to stop crime.

These are incompatible value frames, one that follows the opinion corridor and the other that contravenes it. The result of the election, which the Government coalition lose a lot of mass support, and SD increase its popular support significantly and this is reflected upon a lot in the articles appearing in September 2018.

After the election attention turned to issues, such as the record number of complaints and cases filed against election ‘irregularities’ (TT, 15 September 2018), and pondering on building a new government coalition without SD.

The Speakers are Sweden’s main representatives and shall represent the Swedish Parliament in national and international contexts. To elect a Sweden Democrat to a chairmanship is to give legitimacy to their views. It is completely unacceptable that a country like Sweden, which claims to stand for human rights, should allow itself to be represented by a racist (Dinamarca, 18 September 2018).

Once more, the myth of Sweden’s fundamental values are contrasted with a set of contrasting values that would ‘shame’ Sweden nationally and internationally. As with the previous examples, the logic is emotional, didactic in nature and the main aim is persuasion of the mass audience and not to inform them. There are also attempts to try and minimize the scale of the government’s humiliating defeat in the 2018 election, by trying to frame them as having a comeback after one month (although 29.7 per cent is hardly a good result) (Aftonbladet, 9 October 2018). The deadlock that almost triggered a new election, the prospect is dismissed as only pleasing and pandering to Sweden’s internal ‘enemies’ (Lindberg, 21 October 2018). On a final note on Aftonbladet’s frames, there were numerous articles from October 2018 on the issue of trying to push a compromise to form a Red-Green party alliance...
in order to prevent a conservative or right-wing influenced government from forming (Mellen, 10 December 2018). In general, and in keeping with previous research, *Aftonbladet* led the hegemonic framing process. Political parties and actors were able to get their messages in, only if those messages coincided with the media outlet’s imperatives in the news frames at the time. The necessities were determined by the nature of the social and political struggle being communicated to the readers to support the status quo in maintaining the national myth of Swedish fundamental values.

Now moving to analysing the same set of news frames for the data sample from the newspaper *Expressen*. As with *Aftonbladet*, *Expressen* began in June with articles concerning the looming election crisis for the Social Democrats 100 days before the scheduled Election Day, featuring the frames of opinion polls, voter issues and political market offerings. This was characterised as being an “opinion crisis.” The Prime Minister was quoted as to the way forward:

> We have discussed what the way forward towards election win should look like. We are fully committed to ensuring that people get to work, that there are decent conditions in the labour market, safe working conditions that the school should work for the children, that healthcare works, that care for the elderly is good.

There were also emotional slogans, which defied the perceived reality in the electorate. “We will continue to invest in the proposals that make Sweden stronger” (Nilsson and Rogvall, 1 June 2018). There is no mention of the immigration crisis at all, which is a key voter issue, but one that contravenes the fundamental values concept. One Swedish journalist went as far as to openly state the likely election ‘catastrophe’ that was shaping for the ruling government and not to try and minimise the possible impact and repercussions (Bergström, 5 June 2018).

In the months before the election, many of the informational materials concerned the frames of political market offerings, voter issues, opinion polls and key political actors. The positioning and games of key political actors were also followed, and possible power struggles detailed, for example suggesting that Christian Democrat politicians wanting to see a new party leader after poor opinion polls (Skoglund, 5 June 2018). Space was also devoted to creating negative analogies between President Trump (foreign enemy) and the Swedish Democrats (internal enemy):

> There is a general feeling in many groups in society that one has an exclusion. This was also noticed in the US presidential election, where Trump managed to ride on such a wave. He was a saviour who understood ordinary people. The same can be seen in how the Sweden Democrats are perceived by us (Andersson et al, 10 June 2018).

This came at the point in time when the SD party was announced as the most popular party according to opinion polls. The taboo of political parties and politicians contemplating cooperation with SD was also covered (Skoglund, 14 June 2018):
In Wednesday’s episode of “Bara politik” (Only Politics), the Moderate Member of Parliament Hanif Bali opened up for a collaboration with SD on certain issues, including migration policy. “I am a person who is not so terrified that if I talk to a Sweden Democrat, I will end up becoming a fascist. I will not become a farmer because I talk to a centre-right party member.

This was predictably severely condemned by mainstream politicians and journalists using value ideological judgements. Such acts that defy the fundamental values myth are referred to as being political games and acts of betrayal.

Different political parties and politicians are seen to be positioning themselves in the political market prior to the election, which is done through competing political policy offerings to the political policy consumers (the voters). This is done within limits, and a number of the parties do not want to touch the political sensitive (because of the fundamental values), but high-ranking voter concern of the immigration issue, which is also linked to other important voter concerns as law and order. This can be seen in the nature of the competition and challenges made by political parties and politicians to one another. For example, the challenge by Christian Democrats (Busch, 4 August 2018):

In his summer speech, the Christian Democrats’ party leader Ebba Busch Thor challenged Prime Minister Stefan Löfven (Social Democrats) to make the election a referendum on welfare. She wants to prioritize childcare, healthcare and care for the elderly and make it easier for women to combine work with leisure.

An interesting lesson noted in one article was that opinion polls were kinder to politicians and parties that aligned their political offers more closely with key voter concerns, even if it ran contrary to the fundamental values concept (Cardell, 4 September 2018). Unlike Aftonbladet, a number of political leaders were able to publish opinion pieces in Expressen in order to reach the voters with their uninterrupted message.

There were also articles featuring the topic frame of foreign enemies. Stefan Löfven was quoted that “there is nothing to say that future Swedish elections will be protected. On the contrary, today we see clear signs of advocacy operations aimed at Sweden” (Löfven, 4 June 2018). This is also in line with the quality of the content in Aftonbladet. Various vague and alarming statements are made, which lack the necessary concrete proof. “Russia is investing heavily in influencing the decision-making process in countries like Sweden - and is focusing on the election next month” (Lapidus, 9 August 2018).

The post-election coverage proved to demonstrate remarkable similarities to the coverage by Aftonbladet. The main points being to keep SD from gaining political power because of political-ideological values and the condemnation of those that cooperate (Kinnaman, 28 October 2018), intrigues and games to take political power (Lööf, 30 October 2018), the risks of an extra election giving more influence to SD (Baas, 1 December 2018), and the call to form
a government after 100 days since the election (Expressen, 17 December 2018). Expressen tended to be less didactic in the quality and approach to its reporting, it was still instructive and value judgmental within the context of the fundamental values and made use of the opinion corridor.

Conclusion

In the introduction to this article, the research hypothesis posed is mainstream mass media outlets can attempt to use the myths of Swedish national value consensus to narrow the ‘allowable’ frame discourse in the Swedish 2018 elections. The findings indicate that the hypothesis is supported as there is a strong use of projecting an idealised national myth of Sweden in terms of the values and opinions that constitute the meaning and identity of contemporary Swedish society. In several previous international studies (Scollon, 2003; Kilgo and Harlow, 2019), it is the political actors that tend to play the leading role in hegemonic framing. However, this study hints at confirming some existing research on Sweden’s exceptional case of media taking the lead (Asp, 1983; Esaiasson, 1991). The media outlets observed also tended to follow the frame pattern elaborated by Entman (2004) on defining conditions as being problematic, identifying causes, conveying moral judgement and endorsing remedies. These Swedish media outlets were acting in the capacity of an advocate for an idealised myth of Swedish values and opinions as a means for generating national consensus on a political system undergoing opinion and value change. This fits with Bolsen (2011) and Entman’s (2004) understanding of the role played by frames in politics.

There was heavy use made of emotions, on one end of the emotional scale was fear and loathing to drive the audience away voters from supporting politicians or political parties that were identified as having the ‘wrong’ fundamental values. On the other end of the emotional scale was the use of pride and hope to push voters towards those politicians and political parties that were identified as having the ‘correct’ fundamental values. This use constitutes the involvement of framing propaganda, meeting Baines and O’Shaughnessy’s (2014) markers of being simplistic, didactic and persuasive (as opposed to truthful). It was used to defend, in its moment of need, the notion of Swedish fundamental values (within the context of them being understood as a myth) that are used as a means of enforcing social and political cohesion. This is noticeable through understanding the workings of the Swedish opinion corridor, which resembles in some ways the idea of the spiral of silence owing to the process of hegemonic framing of ‘correct’ values and opinions and to exclude others that do not conform. These are essential tools for selecting and highlighting specific facets that are intended to generate continued support of the hegemony of the current social hierarchy.
A final note is that the effectiveness of the opinion corridor as a mechanism to guard and uphold the existing social hierarchy in Sweden with its reliance on the myth of common fundamental values to enforce social and opinion cohesion is beginning to fail. Journalists and the media outlets in this study have proven to be almost messianic in their quest to maintain the social hierarchy’s status quo. Journalists and media outlets have actively sought to uphold their idealised vision of “democracy” that is visualised by the myth of the fundamental values by policing the opinion corridor, even when this creates costs and contradictions. It is evident the cracks in the opinion corridor are appearing more openly now with (relatively speaking) more open discussions occurring in public spaces.

Some limitations need to be noted in this study. Firstly, it should be noted that two Swedish tabloid newspapers have been chosen for the study, which necessitates adding that as a limitation on the study. As broadsheet and tabloids newspapers have been shown to have a different qualitative result in the motivations and editorial line of their news and information products. Tabloid journalists act in the capacity as a public mobilizer, which is related to a personalization (Skovsgaard, 2014). Secondly, these are only two tabloid newspapers in a much larger Swedish media market, therefore this is an indicative study only.
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